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We give an example of a 6-valent harmonic mapping of the open unit disc onto a
bounded close-to-convex domain which extends continuously to the unit circle as a
2-valent local homeomorphism onto the boundary of the image domain. Q 1998
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 < < 4Let D be the unit disc z : z - 1 , and let K be a bounded convex
w xdomain. In 1926, T. Rado 8 raised the problem of proving that theÂ
harmonic extension to D of a sense-preserving homeomorphism of ­ D to
w x­ K is itself a homeomorphism. Shortly thereafter, H. Kneser 4 gave a
geometric proof and observed that the proof also applies if the convexity of
 . w xK is exchanged for the set-inclusion f D ; K. G. Choquet 2 , apparently
unaware of Kneser's work, also gave another but analytic proof. Recently,
the theorem of Rado, Kneser, and Choquet has been extended to multiplyÂ
w xconnected domains by P. Duren and W. Hengartner 3 and independently
w xby the author 6 . We say that a complex function of D is p-¨ alent if it
admits each value at most p times and some value exactly p times. In
w x1985, T. Sheil-Small 9 considered harmonic mappings of D to K which
extended continuously to sense-preserving local homeomorphisms between
­ D and ­ K and assume each point in ­ K exactly n times, and asked
 .whether these functions are 3n y 2 -valent in D. A negative answer was
w xgiven by the author 5 for all n s 3, 6, 9, . . . . Subsequently, in a slightly
w xdifferent direction, Sheil-Small 10 conjectured that a harmonic polyno-
mial of degree n assumes valency at most n2 in the complex plane, C; a
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harmonic polynomial of degree n is of the form p q q where p and q are
analytic polynomials with degrees n and m, m - n, respectively. A
w x w xWilmshurst 11 and R. Peretz 7 supplied the answer. Further, Wilmshurst
w xand, independently, D. Bshouty, W. Hengartner, and T. Suez 1 , showed
that n2 is indeed the best possible bound by constructing harmonic
polynomials of degree n and valency n2. These results disprove once again
Sheil-Small's former question except for all values n and suggest the
following
QUESTION. Suppose that f is a harmonic mapping of D to a Jordan
domain V that extends continuously to a sense preser¨ ing local homeomor-
phism between ­ D and ­ V and assumes e¨ery point in ­ V exactly n times.
Is the ¨alency of f at most n2
 .A if V is con¨ex, or more generally,
 .  .B if f D ; V?
 .In this note we give a negative answer to Question B . This is done by
 .constructing a 6-valent harmonic mapping f of D onto a nonconvex
close-to-convex domain V that extends continuously to a 2-valent sense-
preserving homeomorphism between ­ D and ­ V. In view of this result it
 .would be interesting to know the answer to Question A , and particularly
whether the convexity of V can still be exchanged for the set-inclusion
 .f D ; V as with the case n s 1.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The example is based on the harmonic polynomial
1 3 2F z s z q z y iz 1 .  .3
w xwhich appears in 5 along with a detailed study of its geometry. In this
w xsection we summarize from 5 the requisite facts about F.
The function preserves symmetry about the imaginary axis since
F yz s yF z . 2 .  .  .
The Jacobian of F is given by
< 2 < 2 < < 2J z s z q 1 y 4 z . .F
  . 4If J s z g C : J z s 0 andF
c z s z q 1rz r2, .  .
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 <  . < 4then J s z : c z s 1 . An elementary computation yields
< < 2 < < 2J z s z y i y 2 z q i y 2 . .  .  .F
’ ’< < < <Thus J comprises the circles C : z y i s 2 and C : z q i s 2 . The1 2
points 1 and y1 divide C into major and minor arcs, l and l ,1 1 3
respectively, both directed from 1 to y1, and similarly divide C into2
major and minor arcs, l and l , respectively, both directed from y1 to 1.4 2 ’ .Obviously, the arcs l , l , l , and l meet the imaginary axis at 2 q 1 i,1 2 3 4’ ’ ’ .  .  .2 y 1 i, 1 y 2 i, and y 2 q 1 i, respectively. Note that as z tra-
 .verses an arc l , c z traverses the positive upper semi-circle if j s 1 or 3,j
and the positive lower semi-circle otherwise. For j s 1, 2, or 3, let G bej
the Jordan domain bounded by l j l , and let G be the unboundedj jq1 4
domain bounded by l l l . We have J negative in G l G and positive1 4 F 1 3
 .in G j G see Fig. 1 .2 4
 .  .The image set F J see Fig. 2 . Let L s F ( l , 1 F j F 4. Thej j
argument of the tangent vector to each L induces an increasing function,j
S , of L which is continuous except at finitely many points, w , w , . . . , w ,j j j1 j2 jr j
where it admits simple discontinuities of equal jump size p . These points
subdivide L into subarcs, L , L , . . . , L . Suppose that the pointsj j1 j2 j r q1.j
w and arcs L are labelled according to their appearance in L . Eachjk jk j
arc L admits a cusp, called a harmonic cusp, at each w . Note that thej jk
FIG. 1. The set J.
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 .FIG. 2. The set F J .
total variation of S , without account of jumps, is exactly pr2. This impliesj
 .that each subarc L , 1 F k F r , is convex i.e., Jordan and locally convex .jk j
Let us now describe each of the arcs L independently:j
 .  .  .i The arc L . Let w s F 1 s 4r3 y i, w s F y1 s y4r3 y i,1 1 2’ . .  .w s F 2 q 1 i s 3.552 ??? i. For L the points w are only two, w3 1 1k 11
and w . These are symmetric about the imaginary axis and divide L into12 1
three Jordan convex arcs L , L , and L . The arc L leaves w at an11 12 13 11 1
angle of size 3pr4 and terminates at w . Here L starts by making a11 12
harmonic cusp with L of vertex w , then proceeds through w toward11 11 3
w . Here L starts by making a harmonic cusp with L of vertex w12 13 12 12
and then proceeds to terminate at w at an angle of size 5pr4. Because of2
 .2 , L is symmetric to L and L is symmetric to itself about the11 13 12
imaginary axis. Further, if L , L , and L are the directed lines w s w q1 2 3 1
 .  .texp i3pr4 , w s w q texp ipr4 , and w s w q t where t g R, then2 3
L and L lie left of L and L , respectively, and L lies right of L .11 12 1 3 13 2
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 .ii The arc L . This arc admits only one cusp point w , namely2 2 k’ . .  .w s F 2 y 1 i s 0.564 ??? i. Thus L subdivides into two Jordan21 2
convex arcs L and L that are symmetric about the imaginary axis21 22
 .because of 2 . The arc L leaves w at an angle of size pr4 toward w21 2 21
which reaches it at an angle of size pr2. At w it leaves L at an angle21 22
of size 3pr2 by making with L a harmonic cusp of vertex w , then21 21
proceeds to terminate at w at an angle of size 7pr4.1
 .iii The arc L . This is a convex Jordan arc without harmonic cusps3
that leaves w at an angle of size 3pr4 and terminates at w at an angle of1 2
size 5pr4. Further, the arc is symmetric about the imaginary axis which it
’ . .  .meets at w s F 1 y 2 i s y0.218 ??? i, and lies left of L and right4 1
 .of the lines L and L : w s w q t t g R .2 4 4
 .iv The arc L . This arc admits three cusp point w , namely w ,4 4 j 41’  . .  .w s F y 2 q 1 i s 0.8104 ??? i, and w , which subdivide the arc42 43
into four Jordan convex subarcs L , 1 F k F 4. The arc L leaves w at4 k 41 2
an angle of size 5pr4 toward w . Here L starts by making a harmonic41 42
cusp with L and proceeds toward w reaching it at an angle of size pr2.41 42
At w starts L by making with L a harmonic cusp, then proceeds to42 43 42
terminate at w . Here L starts by making with L a harmonic cusp43 44 43
then proceeds to terminate at w at an angle of size pr4. The arcs L1 41
and L are symmetric to L and L about the imaginary axis, respec-42 44 43
tively, L and L lie right of L and the imaginary axis, respectively, L41 43 2 42
and L lie left of the imaginary axis and L , respectively.44 1
This completes the description of the arcs L and consequently the setj
 .F J .
The Image Surfaces of F in the Regions G . For j s 2 or 3, F maps Gj j
homeomorphically onto the ``triangular'' region, W , bounded by L L .j j jq1
Note that F is orientation preserving in G and reversing in G see Fig.2 3
.3 . The remaining two cases are considered independently:
 .a The image surface of F in G . Let l be the directed line segment1
joining w and w . Denote by L1 and L2 the subarcs of L from w to21 3 12 12 12 11
w and from w to w , respectively. Also, denote by V the Jordan3 3 12 1
domain bounded by the arcs l, L2 , L , and L , and by V the Jordan12 13 21 2
1 y1domain bounded by the arcs L , L , L , and l . View each of V and22 11 12 1
V along with the natural projection maps as bordered covering surfaces of2
itself. The image surface, W , of F in G is now obtained by identifying V1 1 1
 .and V crosswise along the corresponding copies of l see Fig. 4 .2
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FIG. 3. The regions W and W .2 3
 .b The image surface of F in G . Let l , l , l , l , and l be the4 11 12 41 42 43
semi-lines whose initial points are w , w , w , w , and w , and whose11 12 41 42 43
directions are those of the tangent vectors to L , L , L , L , and L11 12 41 42 43
at their terminal points, respectively. Denote by U , U , U , U , and U1 2 12 42 43
the simply connected domains of C which lie on the right of
L L , L L , L , L , and L , respectively, such that U is bounded13 41 44 11 12 42 43 1
by l , l , and L L ; U by l , l , and L L ; U by l , l , and L ;12 41 13 41 2 11 43 44 11 12 11 12 12
U by l , l , and L ; and U by l , l , and L . View each U , U , and42 41 42 42 43 42 43 43 jk 1
U along with the natural projection maps as a bordered covering surface2
of itself. The image surface of F in G is now obtained by identifying these4
surfaces crosswise along the corresponding boundary arcs, if any, lying
 .over the same l see Fig. 5 .jk
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FIG. 4. The bordered surface W shaded.1
3. MAIN RESULT
We are now ready to prove the main result:
THEOREM. There exists a 6-¨alent harmonic mapping f of the unit disc D
 .onto a noncon¨ex close-to-con¨ex domain V that exends continuously to a
2-¨alent sense preser¨ ing homeomorphism between ­ D and ­ V.
Throughout the proof we consider the function F along with the
associated notation of the previous section. We proceed in the proof by
first constructing the image surface of the desired function as a subsurface
of the image surface of F.
We construct a Jordan curve, G, of C passing through the points
w , w , w , and w as follows. Let a and b be directed, Jordan, smooth,1 2 11 12
convex arcs extending from w to w such that the interior of a lies in W2 1 2
NOTE618
FIG. 5. The bordered surface W shaded.4
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and of b passes consecutively through w and w . Obviously, a lies right11 12
of L and left of L . We may choose b so that locally at w it lies right of2 1 1
and is tangent to L and at w it lies left of and is tangent L . Further, a1 2 2
and b may be chosen so that each is symmetric about the imaginary axis.
y1 Let G s b a , and denote by K the Jordan domain bounded by G see
.Fig. 6 . It follows at once that K is close-to-convex.
Denote by G , G , and G the subarcs of G starting from w , w , and1 2 3 1 11
w , and ending at w , w , and w , respectively. Let K , K , and K be12 11 12 2 1 2 3
the Jordan subdomains of K bounded by G and L , G and L , and G1 11 2 12 3
and L , respectively. It is easy to see that there exist points z and z in13 11 12
 .  .l such that f z s w and f z s w . Observe that z and z are1 11 11 12 12 11 12
 .symmetric about the imaginary axis with R z ) 0 ) R z see Fig. 6 .11 12
It follows at once from the description of the image surface of F in G4
that there exist Jordan arcs g , g , and g starting from 1, z , and z , and1 2 3 11 12
ending at z , z , and y1, respectively, and lying otherwise in G such11 12 4
that f : g ª G , 1 F j F 3, is a homeomorphism. Also, there exists aj j
Jordan arc g from y1 to 1 and lying otherwise in G such that4 2
f : g ª by1 is a homeomorphism. Observe that the arcs g , 1 F j F 4, are4 j
pairwise disjoint except possibly for endpoints, and that the curve, g s
 .g g g g is Jordan and symmetric about the imaginary axis because of 2 .4 3 2 1
Denote by D the Jordan domain bounded by g , by D , 1 F j F 3, thej
Jordan domain bounded by g and a subarc of l , and by D the Jordanj j 4
domain bounded by g and l . Then D is the set-union of the domains D ,4 2 j
1 F j F 4, G , and the arcs l and l with the exception of the points "1,1 1 2
 .z , and z see Fig. 6 .11 12
It is easily seen that f : g ª G is a 2 to 1 sense-preserving homeomor-
phism. Let R be the domain bounded by and lying to the right of the arcs
L , L , L , and L . It follows that R is contained in each domain K ,11 13 21 22 j
1 F j F 4, and consequently F assumes each point of R once in each
domain D , 1 F j F 4. Using the image surface W of F in G , we furtherj 1 1
conclude that F assumes each point of R twice in G . Hence each point of1
R is assumed exactly 6 times in D.
Let h be a Riemann map of D onto D, and let f s F ( h. It is well
known that h extends homeomorphically to D, and that harmonicity is
preserved under precomposition with analytic functions. We conclude at
once that f is the desired function and the proof of the theorem is
complete.
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FIG. 6. The function f.
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